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We consider the Hill operator T=&d 2dt2+q(t) in L2 (R), where q # L2 (0, 1) is
a 1-periodic real potential. The spectrum of T consists of intervals _n=[*&n&1 , *
+
n ]
separated by gaps #n=(*&n , *
+
n ), n1, with the lengths |#n |0, and we assume
*+0 =0. Let hn be a height of the corresponding slit in the quasimomentum domain
and let \n=?2 (2n&1)&|_n |>0 be the band shrinkage. We also have the gap
gn , n1, with the length | gn |, of the operator - T0. Introduce the sequences
#=[ |#n |], h=[hn], g=[ | gn |], \=[\n] and the norms & f &2m=n1 (2?n)
2m f 2n ,
m0. The following results are obtained: (i) double-sided estimates of &#&, &h&1 ,
&g&1 in terms of &q&2=10 q(t)
2 dt, (ii) estimates of &\& in terms of &#&, &h&1 , &g&1 ,
&q&, and (iii) a generalization of (i) and (ii) for more general potentials. The proof
is based on the analysis of the quasimomentum as the conformal mapping, the
embedding theorems and the identities.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Hill operator T=&d 2dt2+q(t) in L2 (R), where
q # L1 (0, 1) is a 1-periodic real potential. It is well known that the spectrum
of T is absolutely continuous and consists of intervals (spectral bands)
_n=[*+n&1 , *
&
n ], where *
+
n&1<*
&
n *
+
n , n1. Without loss of generality
we assume that *+0 =0. The intervals _n are separated by the gaps (for-
bidden bands) #n=(*&n , *
+
n ), n1. If a gap degenerates, i.e., #n=<, then
the corresponding segments _n and _n+1 merge. Let .(t, *), (t, *) be the
solutions of the equation
& f "+q f =*f, * # C, (1.1)
satisfying .$(0, *)=(0, *)=1 and .(0, *)=$(0, *)=0. Define the Lyapunov
function 2(*)=(.$(1, *)+(1, *))2 and note that 2(*\n )=(&1)
n, n1.
The sequence *+0 <*
&
1 *
+
1 < } } } is the spectrum of Eq. (1.1) with the
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2-periodic boundary conditions; i.e., f (t+2)= f (t), t # R. Here the equality
means that *&n =*
+
n is the double eigenvalue. The lowest eigenvalue *
+
0 is
simple, 2(*+0 )=1, and the corresponding eigenfunction is 1-periodic. The
eigenfunctions, corresponding to the eigenvalue *\n , are 1-periodic, when n
is even and they are antiperiodic; i.e., f (t+1)=&f (t), t # R, when n is odd.
We introduce a quasimomentum by the formula
k(z)=arccos 2(z2), z # Z=C>. gn ,
gn=(z&n , z
+
n )=&g&n , n1,
and numbers z\n =- *\n >0. The function k(z) is a conformal mapping
from Z onto a quasimomentum domain K=C" cn , where cn=(?n+ihn ,
?n&ihn ) is an excised slit with a height hn0, n # Z, h0=0. Assume z(k)
is the inverse function for k(z). Each nondegenerate (degenerate) slit c\n is
connected in some way with the nondegenerate (degenerate) gap g\n and
the non-degenerate (degenerate) energy gap #n . Such a mapping k(z) was
introduced into the spectral theory of the Hill operator by Firsova [F] and
Marchenko and Ostrovski [MO1] simultaneously. Note that the operator
- T and hence gn , hn arise in the problem of the propagation of acoustic
waves in periodic media
"tt=&T, (0, x)=0 (x), $t (0, x)=1 (x) in L2 (R)
(see [K1]). We rewrite a potential q in the form q=q0+q1 , where
q0=10 q(x) dx. The value q0 is an important parameter for the Hill
operator. For example, for the operator T1=&d 2dt2+q1 (t) in L2 (R) the
value q0 is the distance between zero and the left end of the spectrum of T1 .
The moments Q2p , Sp will be needed below. They are
Q2p=
1
? |R x
2pv(x+i0) dx,
Sp=
2
? |R x
2p+1u(x) v(x+i0) dx, p&2.
Introduce the real Hilbert spaces L2R(0, 1) with the norm &q&
2=10 q(t)
2 dt
and
l2m={ f =[ fn]1 , & f &2m= :n1 (2?n)
2m f 2n<= , l20=l2, m0.
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The ‘‘action’’ variable J 2n0 is defined by (see [FM])
J 2n=
4
? |gn xv(x+i0) dx0, z=x+iy, k=u+iv, n1,
and let Jn0. The parameter Jn is important for the KdV equation and
there exists the identity &q1 &2=2 &J&212 (see [K2]). Then an estimate of
some value in terms of the ‘‘action’’ variable &J&12 is equivalent to the
estimate in terms of the potential &q1& and an inverse. Below we consider
the estimates for potentials only. If q#0, then the corresponding spectral
band _0n is given by the formula _
0
n=[?
2 (n&1)2, ?2n2] with the band
length |_0n |=?
2 (2n&1). It is well known that if q{0 then |_0n |>|_n | ; i.e.,
each spectral band shrinks [Mos]. For a given potential q we introduce
the numbers h+=sup hn , #+=sup |#n |, the band shrinkage \n=|_0n |&
|_n |, and the sequences
h=[hn]1 , g=[ | gn |]

1 , #=[ |#n |]

1 , \=[\n]

1 , J=[Jn]

1 .
There exist identities for the Hill operator, see [MO1, MT, KK1].
Below, the following identities from the author’s paper [K2] are used:
&q1 &2=4S0=2 &J&212=
1
? |C |(z(k)
2&k2)$|2 du dv
=2 &q&2&
8
? |C |(z(k)
2&kz(k))$|2 du dv. (1.2)
Here there are two Dirichlet integrals and the periodic potential does not
have a constant component. This is important since the translation does
not change the gap lengths. In some sense relations (1.2) are the analog of
the Plancherel identity for the Hill operator.
We define the maps
q  h(q)=[hn], q  g(q)=[ | gn |], q  \(q)=[\n],
q  #(q)=[ |#n |], q  J(q)=[Jn].
Let us briefly show the role of the estimates in the inverse problems. Sup-
pose that H, H0 are real separable Hilbert spaces with the norms & }&, & }&0
respectively. Recall that the derivative of a map f : H  H0 at a point
x # H is a bounded linear map from H into H0 , which we denote by dx f.
A map f : H  H0 is compact on H if it maps a weakly convergent
sequence in H into a strongly convergent sequence in H0 . A map
f : H  H0 is a real analytic isomorphism between H and H0 if f is bijective
and both f and f &1 are real analytic maps of the Hilbert space. There are
some methods to solve the inverse problems. We describe ‘‘the direct
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approach’’ based on a theorem from nonlinear functional analysis (see
[KK2] for details).
Suppose that a map f : H  H0 satisfies the following conditions:
(i) f is real analytic,
(ii) for each x # H the operator dx f is invertible,
(iii) there is a nondecreasing function p: [0, )  [0, ), p(0)=0,
such that &x&p(& f (x)&0) for all x # H,
(iv) there exists a linear isomorphism J : H  H0 such that the map-
ping f &J : H  H0 is compact.
Then the map f : H  H0 is a real analytic isomorphism.
Remark. (1) The GelfandLevitanMarchenko equation and trace for-
mulae are not used in this method. In this approach estimates of potentials
in terms of ‘‘inverse problem data’’ are important. (2) Using this approach
the author found a short proof (see [K4]) of the famous Marchenko
Ostrovski Theorem [MO1] and solved the inverse problem for the gap
lengths mapping in [K5].
Roughly speaking, the main goal of the present paper is to solve the
point (iii) for the mappings #, l, h, \, J. We describe it more exactly:
(a) to estimate &#&, &g&1 , &h&1 in terms of &q1& and an inverse, i.e., to
show the equivalence of the value &#&, &g&1 , &h&1 , &q1&,
(b) to estimate &\& in terms of &q1&, &#&, &g&1 , &h&1 ,
(c) to estimate h+ , q0 in terms of &#&, &q1&, &g&1 , &h&1 , #+ ,
(d) to consider the problems (a)(c) for more general potentials.
In the present paper we obtain new estimates and improve ‘‘old’’
inequalities both for periodic potentials and for more general ones. Note
that such estimates are important both for the inverse problems and for
nonlinear differential equations. For example, for KDF equation with peri-
odic initial conditions it is possible to estimate the solution in terms of
#, g, h, J and an inverse (see [K6]). Unfortunately, there is the problem of
estimates of &#&, &g&1 , &h&1 in terms of &\&.
A great many papers are devoted to the estimates (a)(d). Marchenko
and Ostrovski [MO1, MO2] solved the inverse problem for the mapping
q  h(q) and found the estimates &q&C1 (1+h+)(1+&h&1) and &h&1
C2&q& exp(C3 &q&), for some constants C1 , C2 , C3 , (also see [M]). Pastur
and Tkachenko [PT] extended some results of [MO1, MO2] for limit
periodic potentials. We mention the book of Jenkins [J] and the results of
Levin [L] devoted to the conformal mapping theory. In fact, Levin proved
that there exists a unique conformal mapping for a very general case.
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Garnett and Trubowitz [GT1] solved the inverse problems for the two
mappings q  h(q) and q  #(q) for the case of even potentials q. More-
over, they proved the following estimate &#&&h&1 (4+&h&1). In their next
paper [GT2] they reproved their result for the mapping: even periodic
potentials  gap lengths. The proof in [GT2] was not complete since the
problem of an estimate of &q& in terms of &#& remained open. Kargaev and
the author [KK1] found the estimate &#&16 &q& and estimates of the
gap lengths in terms of effective masses for the Dirac operator. In their next
paper [KK2], Kargaev and the author reproved the result of Garnet and
Trubowitz [GT1, GT2] by the direct method. Moreover, they considered
other mappings; for example, they solved the inverse problem for the ‘‘gap
length mapping’’ of the operator - T&*+0 0, and the needed estimate
&q1&8 &g&1 exp(2 &g&1) was obtained. In [K2] the author found iden-
tities (1.2) for the Hill operator and the estimates of &q1&, &#&, ... in terms
of effective masses. In [K3] the author obtained the estimates (a), (b) for
the Dirac operator.
We briefly describe the proof. To prove (a)(d) we use the analysis of a
conformal mapping corresponding to quasimomentum of the Hill operator.
That makes it possible to reformulate the problems for the differential
operator as the problems of the conformal mapping theory. Then we
should study the metric properties of a conformal mapping from C+ onto
a ‘‘comb’’ K+ . A similar analysis was done partially in [K1, K2, K3, KK1,
KK2, KK33]. In the present paper we use an approach based on the iden-
tities for the Dirichlet integral (1.2) from [K2] and the embedding
theorems (see Theorem 3.2). We emphasize the important role of the
Dirichlet integral (this is the energy for the conformal mapping) in this
consideration.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section first we formulate the main results for the Hill operator.
Recall that q=q0+q1 , where q0=10 q(x) dx. We present the main
estimates of #, h, q1 .
Theorem 2.1. Let q # L2 (0, 1). Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
&#&6 &q1& (1+&q1 &13), &q1&4 &#&(1+&#&13), (2.1)
2 &h&1? &q1 & (1+&q1&13), &q1&3 &h&1 (6+h+)12, (2.2)
? &#&16 &h&1 (6+h+), &h&1? &#& (1+&#&23). (2.3)
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This theorem shows that &#&, &h&1 , &q1& are equivalent. All estimates are
nonlinear. We formulate the main results concerning g, h, q1 , \.
Theorem 2.2. Let q # L2 (0, 1). Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
&g&13 &q1 & (1+&q1&13), &q1&20 &g&1 (1+&g&1), (2.4)
1
2 &g&1<&h&110? &g&1 (1+&g&1)32, (2.5)
&\&2?2 &q1&2+8 &#&2. (2.6)
In Theorem 2.2 we estimate the band shrinkage &\& in terms of &q1& and
&#& ( and hence in terms of &q1& or &#& or &g&1 or &h&1). But unfor-
tunately, it is not clear how to estimate &q1& in terms of &\&. The last
estimate arises in the inverse problem q  \. We formulate the main results
concerning q0 , h+ , #+ .
Theorem 2.3. Let q # L1 (0, 1). Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
h2+q0
4
?4 \ :n>0
|#n |
n +
2
, (2.7)
6q0max {1, h+? = #2+#2+ \1+
#2+
6?2+ , (2.8)
h+
#+
2 \1+
#+
2? + . (2.9)
Suppose that q # L2 (0, 1). Then
h2+? &q1& (1+&q1 &
13) , (2.10)
h2+8 &#& (1+&#&
13) . (2.11)
In Theorem 2.3 we estimate h+ in terms of q0 or &q1& or #+ . Moreover,
we estimate q0 in terms of #, #+ .
Consider the more general case of the differential operators. First, we
give some definitions and facts from the conformal mapping theory. We
call the set K+=C+" cn the comb, where cn=(un+ihn , un&ihn) is an
excised slit with a height hn0, n # Z, h0=0, where un<un+1 and
un  \ as n  \. We call a conformal mapping k(z) from the upper
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halfplane C+ onto some comb K+ a general quasimomentum if k(0)=0
and k(iy)=iy(1+o(1)) as y  . It is well known that general
quasimomentum k is a continuous function of z # C + (see [L]). In this
case we introduce sets
sn=[z+n&1 , z
&
n ]=k
&1 ([un&1 , un]), n # Z.
We call the variable z the momentum and  sn the spectrum of the
momentum. We also denote by gn=(z&n , z
+
n ) a gap (with the length | gn | )
in the spectrum of the momentum. It is well known that the set  sn cannot
be the spectrum of two different momentum (see [L]). Let us note that the
function k(z) has an analytical continuation onto the domain Z#C" gn
by the formula k(z )=k (z), z # Z. The function k( } ) is a conformal map-
ping from Z onto the quasimomentum domain K#C" cn . The general
quasimomentum is symmetric if k(&z)=&k(z), z # Z. Define the energy
*=*(k)=z(k)2, where z(k) is the inverse function for k(z). If k runs from
un&1 to un then *(k) runs the segment _n=[*+n&1 , *
&
n ], where *
\
n =
(z\n )
2, n1. These segments are separated by the gap #n=(*&n , *
+
n ). For
symmetric general quasimomentum the function *(k) is the conformal
mapping from the domain K & [Re k > 0] onto 4"R& , where the energy
domain is 4=C" #n .
For symmetric general quasimomentum k we introduce ‘‘the effective
energy’’ r(*)=k(- *)2, * # C+ . The function r(*) has the analytical con-
tinuation on the domain 4 and r( } ) is the conformal mapping from 4 onto
the domain R=C" Pn where Pn=[r=(un+iv)2, &hn<v<hn], n1, is
a parabolic slit. Let k=u+iv, r=t+is and remark that s(*)>0, * # C+ .
Define the moments by the formulas
Qn=
1
? |R x
nv(x+i0) dx, Sn=
1
? |R *
ns(*+i0) d*, n &2.
Below, when we consider the functions v(x), s(*) on the real line we take
the functions v(x)=v(x+i0), s(*)=s(*+i0).
Let us show the relationship of symmetric general quasimomentum with
Schro dinger operator TB=&d 2dx2+q(x) in L2 (R), where q is a real
potential from the Besicovitch space B2 (R) (see [JM, PT]). Suppose that
the spectrum of TB is absolute continuous and consists of intervals
_n=[*+n&1 , *
&
n ], where *
+
n&1<*
&
n *
+
n , n1, and let *
+
0 =0. These inter-
vals _n are separated by gaps #n=(*&n , *
+
n ) with the length |#n |0. We
define a domain Z=C" gn , where the interval gn=(z&n , z
+
n )=&g&n ,
n1, and z\n =- *\n >0. Note that symmetric general quasimomentum k
is defined uniquely as a conformal mapping from Z onto some comb K if
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k(0)=0 and k(iy)=iy(1+o(1)) as y  . Let ( } , } )B be the scalar product
in B2 (R). Then (see [S])
2Q0=q0=(q, 1)B=lim |
a
&a
q(x)
dx
2a
, a  , (2.12)
8Q2=&q&2B=(q, q)B=lim |
a
&a
q(x)2
dx
2a
, a  . (2.13)
We introduce the real Hilbert spaces
l2m={f =[ fn]1 , & f &2m= :n1 (2un)
2m f 2n<= , l20=l2, m0,
the number h+=sup hn , a function b(x)=max[1, h+ x], x>0, integrals
P+2 =
1
? | u(t)
2 v(t+i0) dt, P&2 =
1
3? | v(t+i0)
3 dt,
and the Dirichlet integral for the function f and the domain C:
ID( f )=
1
? ||C | f $(z)|
2 dx dy, z=x+iy.
Here and below an integral with no limits indicated denotes integration
over R1 or R2. We have the (important for us) identities from [K2]
(*=!+i’)
S0=
1
4
&q1&2B=
1
2? || |r(*)$&1|
2 d! d’
=
1
4? || |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv=2Q2&Q20 .
Introduce numbers
A=
3
2
+
4?2
9
b(2u1), an=
z&n +z
+
n
2
.
First, we formulate the theorem with estimates without conditions on
general quasimomentum.
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Theorem 2.4. Let k be symmetric general quasimomentum and Q2<.
Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
h4+2?
2b(2u1) S02?2 \1+_ ?
2
8u41
S0 &
13
+ S0 , (2.14)
1
16
&#&2Q2AS0\4A? +
2
&h&21 , (2.15)
1
16
&g&21P
+
2 
1
2
S0+
1
18
h4+
AS0
3
, (2.16)
&#&
16A
?
&h&1 . (2.17)
In Theorem 2.4 we estimate &#& in terms of S0 or &h&1 and also &g&1 in
terms of S0 . Remark that these estimates are uniform and without condi-
tions on general quasimomentum. To get additional estimates we need the
following condition on general quasimomentum.
Condition A. There exist {>0 and an integer m1 such that
un+m&un{ for all n # Z.
Let us explain this condition. We take any closed interval M with the
length |M|={; then at most m+1 slits cn , n=N, ..., N+m, cross the inter-
val M. The distance between cN , cN+m is less (or equal) than {.
As for the periodic case we define the band shrinkage \n=u2n&
u2n&1&|_n | and the sequence \=[\n]. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let a symmetric general quasimomentum k satisfy
Condition A and Q2<. Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
&h&21?
2mb({) S0(?mb({))2 &#&2, (2.18)
b({)1+4 \m{4+
13
&#&23, (2.19)
9Q264mb(2{) &#&2. (2.20)
Let in addition un+1&un{ for all n # Z. Then
&\&2
6?m
log 2
S0+8m2 &#&2. (2.21)
In Theorem 2.5 we estimate &h&1 in terms of S0 or &#&. Moreover, we do
it for Q2 and &\&. We have the following estimates of S0 , ... in terms of
&g&1 .
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Theorem 2.6. Let a symmetric general quasimomentum k satisfy
Condition A and Q2<. Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
h+
4
?
:
n1
| gn |
4:
?
&g&1 , where :2=
m
4 \
1
u21
+
?2
6{2+ , (2.22)
S016mAb({) &g&21 , (2.23)
&h&14?mA12b({) &g&1 , (2.24)
&#&22(1+4:2 &g&2) &g&21 . (2.25)
3. EMBEDDING THEOREMS
In this section we estimate hn , \n in terms of a ‘‘local’’ Dirichlet integral.
Recall that
k=u+iv, z=x+iy, *=z2=!+i’, r=r(*)=k(- *)2=t+is.
We shall consider the symmetric case, i.e. k(&z)=&k(z), z # Z, and then
r=(u+iv)2=t+is # C+ , t=u2&v2, s=2uv0, if u>0, v>0.
Introduce the domain
D\n (;)=[k : 0<Im khn , 0<\Re(k&un);], ;>0,
and an interval B\n (;)=D
\
n (;) & R. First, we prove some analog of the
Hardy inequality.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that a real function f belongs to the Sobolev space
W21 (D
\
N (;)), for some ;>0, N>0, and is continuous in D
\
N (;). Assume
that f satisfies the following conditions:
(a) f (u+i0)=0, for all u # B\N (;),
(b) f (un 0+iv)& f (un\0+iv)0, for un # B\N (;), and all v # (0, hN),
(c) f (uN\0+iv)0 for all v # (0, hN).
Then the following estimate is fulfilled:
|
hN
0
| f (uN\0+iv)| 2 dv
v

?
2
max {1, hN; = ||DN\(;) |{f |
2 du dv. (3.1)
Proof. We give the proof for the domain D+N (;), the proof for D
&
N (;)
is the same. There are two cases. First, let hN;. Then for any fixed
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v # (0, hN), the way t=uN+vei., . # (0, ?2), crosses the set cn & D+N (;) at
a point uN+ve i.n for some .n # (0, ?2). By the condition (b), the corre-
sponding jump of the function f is
fn (v)= f (uN&0+vei.n)& f (uN+0+vei.n)0.
Hence the integration on the quarter of the circle with the center uN and
the radius v yields
f (uN+0+iv)=|
?2
0
({f, s(.)) v d.+ :
un # D+
fn (v),
where s=(&sin ., cos .) and then
| f (uN+0+iv)|2v
?
2 |
?
0
|{f (uN+vei.)| 2 v d.,
which implies (3.1) for hN;.
Second, let hN>;. Then, the dilatation of the variable v (one takes a
new parameter t=(;hN) v) yields a new function F(u, t)= f (u+i(hN ;) t).
Using (3.1) for the function F, a new height h N=;, we obtain
|
hN
0
f (uN+0+iv)2 dv
v
|
;
0
F(uN+0, t)2 dt
t

?
2 ||D+N(;) & [0<t<;] |{F(u, t)|
2 du dt
=
?
2 ||D+N (;) \
;
hN
f 2u+
hN
;
ff 2v + du dv?hN2; ||D+N (;) |{f (u, v)|
2 du dv,
which yields (3.1) for hn>; and this implies (3.1) for any hN . K
We describe some properties of the quasimomentum (see [KK1]). The
function v(x), x # R, is equal to zero at x #  sn and v(x)>0 when
x # gn , n # Z. The function v(x), x # gn , is convex upward (see [K1]), and
v$(x)>0 if z&n <x<zn and v$(u)<0 if zn<x<z
+
n for some zn # gn .
Moreover, the function v(x), x # gn , has a maximum at the point zn # gn ,
and hn=v(zn). We introduce the function ‘m (k)=z(k)m (k&z(k)),
k # K, m # Z, and formulate ‘‘the embedding theorem.’’ These results are
basic for us.
Theorem 3.2. Let k be general quasimomentum and let N1. Then
(i) The function x\N (v)#x(uN\0+iv), v # (&hN , hN), is convex and
even and \x N (v)">0, if &hN<v<hN . Moreover, x
+
N (hN 2)c
+
N and
x&N (hN2)c
&
N , where c
\
N =(z
\
N +zN)2.
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(ii) For any ;>0 the following estimates are fulfilled:
(hN c&N )
24? max {1, hN2;= ||D&N (;) }\
k
z(k)+
$ }
2
du dv, 0<;<uN , (3.2)
h2N? max {1, hN2;= ||D\N (;) |z(k)$&1|
2 du dv, (3.3)
(c+N hN)
24? max {1, hN2;= ||D+N (;) |‘1 (k)$|
2 du dv, (3.4)
(2uNhN)2? max {1, hN; = ||D\N (;) |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv, (3.5)
h4N2? max {1, hN2;= ||D&N (;) |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv, 0<;uN ,
(3.6)
Proof. (i) The simple calculuses show z$=1k$ and z"=&k"(k$)3.
Recall that the function v(x), x # gn , is convex upward, and v$(x)>0
if z&n <x<zn and v$(u)<0 if zn<x<z
+
n . By the symmetry, z (k)=
z(k ), k # K, and hence the function x\n (v) is even. Moreover, &(x
\)"=
(x)"uu=v"(x)(v$(x))&3. Hence (x\)">0, &hn<v<hn . Therefore, the
convexity of x\n yields x
+
n (hn2)c
+
n and x
&
n (hn 2)c
&
n .
(ii) In order to prove (3.2) we check all conditions of Lemma 3.1 for
the function
f =Im ‘&1=Im(k&z(k))z(k)=(vx(k)&uy(k))|z(k)|2
and the domain D&N (;), 0<;<uN .
(a) The equality y(u+i0)=0, u # R, yields f(u+i0)=0, u # B&n (;).
(b) Assume un # B&n (;) and 0<v<hN ; since x
+
n (v)&x
&
n (v)0
we obtain
f (un+0+iv)& f (un&0+iv)=v(x+n (v)
&1&x&n (v)
&1)0,
(c) We have f (uN&0+iv)=vx(uN&0+iv)>0 for 0<v<hN .
Remark that by (i), the function x&N (v) is convex and x
&
N (hN 2)c
&
N .
Then f (uN&0+iv)vc&N for 0<v<hN2 and estimate (3.1) implies
h2N
8(c&N )
2|
hN 2
0
f (uN&0+iv)2 dv
v

?
2
max {1, hN2;= ||D&N (;) |‘&1 (k)$|
2 du dv.
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To prove (3.3) we check all conditions of Lemma 3.1 for the function
f =Im(k&z(k))=v& y(k) and the domain D\N (;).
(a) The identity y(u+i0)=0, u # R, yields f (u+i0)=0, u # B\n (;).
(b) The function f is continuous in C.
(c) We have f (uN+iv)=v>0 for 0<v<hN . Hence all conditions
of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled and we get
h2N
2
=|
hN
0
v dv
?
2
max {1, hN;= ||D\N (;) |z(k)$&1|
2 du dv.
In order to show (3.4) we check all conditions of Lemma 3.1 for the
function f =Im ‘1=vx(k)+uy(k)&2x(k) y(k) and the domain D+N (;).
(a) The identity y(u+i0)=0, u # R, implies f(u+i0)=0, u # B+n (;).
(b) Let un # B+n (;). Then we obtain f (un&0+iv)& f (un+0+iv)
=v[x&n (v)&x
+
n (v)]0 for 0<v<hN , n>N.
(c) We have f (uN+0+iv)=vx(uN+0+iv)>vc+N for 0<v<hN2,
since by (i) the function x+N (q) is convex and x
+
N (hN 2)c
+
N . Hence relation
(3.1) yields
1
8
(c+N hN)
2|
hN 2
0
f (uN+0+iv)2 dv
v

?
2
max {1, hN2;= ||D+N (;) |‘1 (k)$|
2 du dv.
We prove (3.5) checking all conditions of Lemma 3.1 for the function
f =Im[k2&*(k)]=2(uv&x(k) y(k)) and the domain D+N (;), the proof for
D&N (;) is the same.
(a) The identity y(u+i0)=0, u # R, implies f(u+i0)=0, u # B+n (;).
(b) The function f is continuous in C.
(c) We have f (uN+iv)=2uNv, if 0<v<hN . Hence all conditions
of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled and we get
2(uNhN)2=|
hN
0
(2uN)2 v dv
?
2
max {1, hN; = ||D+N (;) |*(k)$&2k|
2 du dv.
In order to prove (3.6) we introduce a new comb K +=(K+&k0) & C+
where the number k0 = ihN 2, a new variable w = k&k0 # K + and a
function
f (w)=Re[*(k0+w)&(k0+w)2&*(k0+w )+(k0+w )2], w= p+it.
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We check all conditions of Lemma 3.1 for the function f and the domain
D=[w= p+it : p&uN # (&;, 0), t # (0, hN 2)].
(a) It is clear that f ( p+i0)=0, p # R.
(b) Let 0<n<N and u~ n=k0+un . Then the estimate
\*(un\0+iv1) \*(un\0+iv2), 0<v2<v1<hn ,
yields
f (un+0+iv)& f (un&0+iv)
=Re[(*(u~ n+0+it)&*(u~ n+0&it))+(*(u~ n&0&it)&*(u~ n&0+it))]0,
where 0<v<hn .
(c) The estimate
*(k0+uN&0+it)*(k0+uN&0&it), t # \0, hN2 + ,
implies
f (uN&0+it)
=Re[(*(u~ N&0+it)&*(u~ N&0&it))+(u~ N&it)2&(u~ N+it)2]
2thN , t # (0, hN2).
Then all conditions of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled and
(2hN)2 |
hN2
0
t dt|
hN 2
0
f (uN&0+it)2 dt
t

?
2
max {1, hN2;= ||D |{f |2 dp dt,
and the estimate
||
D
|{f |2 dp dt2 ||
Dn
+(;)
|*(k)$&2k|2 du dv
yields (3.6). K
Recall that the band shrinkage \n=u2n&u
2
n&1&|_n |>0. Introduce
the domain Dn ($n)=[k=u+iv, u>0, v>0, |k&u0n |<$n] where u
0
n=
1
2 (un+un&1), $n=un&un&1 . We estimate the band shrinkage \n by the
embedding theorem.
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Lemma 3.3. Let k be symmetric general quasimomentum. Then for any
two cuts cn&1 , cn the following estimate is fulfilled:
\2n
2?
log 2 ||Dn($n) |*(k)$&2k|
2 du dv+2 \ :
|uj&u
0
n|<$n , uj>0
|#j |+
2
. (3.7)
Proof. In order to prove (3.7) we introduce the function f (w)=
Re(k2&*(k)) where k = u0n + w, p = Re w. We have the decomposition
*(u)=*c (u)+*s (u), u0, where *c (u) is a continuous function and *s is
the piecewise constant function
*s (u)=0, u # [0, u1), *s (u)=|#1 | , u # [u1 , u2),
*s (u)=|#1 |+ |#2 |, u # [u2 , u3), ... .
and fs ( p)=&*s (u0n+ p) and fc ( p)=(u
0
n+ p)
2&*c (u0n+ p).
Assume $n 2<p<u0n ; then we get
fc ( p)& fc (&p)=[(u0n+ p)
2&*c (u0n+ p)]&[(u
0
n& p)
2&*c (u0n& p)]\n ,
(3.8)
since the function fc ( p) is increasing (see [Mos]) and hence
f ( p)& f (&p)& f 0 ( p)=&|
?
0
if $( pei.) pei. d.,
where
f 0 ( p)=: fj ( p), f j=*( pei(.j&0))&*( pei(.j+0)), u0n+ pe
i.j # cj .
Hence we have
fc ( p)& fc (&p)&F( p)=&i |
?
0
f $( pei.) pei. d.,
F( p)= f 0 ( p)& fs ( p)+ fs (&p), (3.9)
and then
F( p)= :
|u0n&uj |<p
[*( pei(.j&0))&*( pei(.j+0))]+*s (u0n+ p)&*s (u
0
n& p)
= :
|u0n&uj | <p
[*( pei(.j&0))&*( pei(.j+0))+|#j |],
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since *s (u j+0)&*s (u j&0)=|#j | and $n 2<p<u0n . The substitution of the
two inequalities
0*(u0n+ pe
i(.j&0))&*(u0n+ pe
i(.j+0))&|#j |,
0F( p) :
|u0n&uj |<p
|#j |,
and (3.8) into (3.9) yields
\n| fc ( p)& fc (&p)||
?
0
| f $( pei.)| p d.+ :
|u0n&uj |<$n
|#j | ,
and then we obtain the first needed estimate
\2n| fc ( p)& fc (&p)|
2
p2? |
?
0
| f $( pei.)|2 p d.+2 \ :
|u0n&uj |<p
|# j |+
2
, $n 2<p<u0n . (3.10)
There are few cases. First, $nu0n . Then integrating (3.10) from $n 2 to $n
we deduce that
\2n log 2|
$n
$n2
| fc ( p)& fc (&p)|2 dp
p
2? ||
Dn ($n)
|*$(k)&2k|2 du dv+2 log 2 \ :
|uj&u
0
n|<$n , uj>0
|# j |+
2
which yields (3.7) for the case $nu0n .
Second, let $n>u0n . We need some analog of (3.10) for u
0
n<p<$n . For
each u0n<p<$n there exists .p # (?2, ?) such that Re pe
i.p=0 and we
have
f ( p)& f ( pei.p)= f 0 ( p)&i |
.p
0
f $( pei.) pei. d.
where
f 0=: fj ( p), fj=*( pei(.j&0))&*( pei(.j+0)), u0n+ pe
i(.j) # c j ,
and j is such that 0<uj<u0n+$n . Hence
fc ( p)& f ( pei.p)=F( p)&i |
.p
0
f $( pei.) pei. d., (3.11)
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where F(x)= f 0 (x)& fs (x). Then we get the same estimate
0<F(x)< :
|u0n&uj |<$n
|#j |.
Moreover, as above, we obtain fc( p)& f ( pei.p)\n as u0n<p<$n . Then
the substitution of the last inequalities into (3.11) yields
| fc ( p)& f ( pei.p)| :
|u 0n&uj |<$n , pj>0
|#j |+ } |
.p
0
f $( pei.p) pei. d. }
and
\2n
p

| fc ( p)& fc ( pei.p)|2
p

2
p \ :|u0n&uj | <$n , uj>0 |#j |+
2
+2? |
.p
0
| f $( pei.p)|2 p d., (3.12)
where u0n<p<$n . Then using (3.10), (3.12) we get
|
$
\2
\2n dp
p
2? ||
Dn ($n)
|*$(k)&2k|2 du dv+(2 log 2) \ :
|u 0n&uj |<$n , uj>0
|#j |+
2
,
which yields (3.7) for $n>u0n , and (3.7) has been proved. K
4. ESTIMATES FOR GENERAL QUASIMOMENTUM
We need some identities from [K2]. Let Q2<; then the following
identities are fulfilled,
2Q2=S0+Q20 , (4.1)
4Q2=S0+ID(‘1), (4.2)
ID(‘1)=S0+2Q20=2Q2+Q
2
0 , (4.3)
P+2 +Q2&S0=P
&
2 =
1
? | (u(x)&x)
2 v(x) dx, (4.4)
and we have the following relations for the Dirichlet integrals:
S0=
1
? ||C+ |r(*)$&1|
2 d! d’=
1
2? ||Re k>0 |*(k)$&2k|
2 du dv. (4.5)
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Recall b(t)=max[1, h+ t], t>0. Theorem 3.2 gives the following
Corollary
Corollary 4.1. (i) Suppose that Q0<. Then h2+<2Q0 .
(ii) Let k be symmetric general quasimomentum and Q2<. Then the
following estimates are fulfilled:
h4+<4Q
2
0<8Q2 , (4.6)
h4n<2?
2 max {1, hn2un= S0 , (4.7)
h4+<2?
2 max {1, supn1
hn
2un= S02?2b(2u1) S0 , (4.8)
max {1, supn1
hn
2un=b(2u1)1+\
?2S0
8u41 +
13
. (4.9)
Proof. (i) The inequality h2+<2Q0 was proved in [KK3] (see also
[K2]).
(ii) Using (4.1) and (i) we have (4.6).
Estimate (3.6), at ;=un , implies (4.7).
Relation (4.7) yields (4.8) and (4.9). K
Let us recall that A=(32)+(4?29) b(2u1). We formulate the lemma
which is useful to get the estimates.
Lemma 4.2. Let k be the symmetric general quasimomentum and
Q2<. Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
3P&2 <h
2
+Q0<4Q2 , (4.10)
Q2
3
2
S0+
2
9
h4+<AS0 , (4.11)
A
3
2
+
4?2
9
+
2?3
9u1 \
S0
?u1+
13
, (4.12)
P+2 +
1
3
Q20Q2 , (4.13)
P+2 
1
2
S0+
1
18
h4+ , (4.14)
1
16
&g&21P+2 
1
2?
&h&1 &g&1 . (4.15)
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Proof. We have
P&2 =
1
3? | v(t)
3 dt
h2+
3? | v(t) dt=
h2+
3
Q0 ,
and (4.6) yields (4.10).
Using (4.1), (4.4), (4.10) we deduce that
1
2
(S0+Q20)=Q2<S0+P
&
2 S0+
h2+
3
Q0S0+
h4+
9
+
1
4
Q20 .
Then Q20 2  S0 +(2h
4
+ 9), and (4.1), (4.8) yield Q2  (3S0 2) +
(2h4+ 9)AS0 , which gives (4.11), and estimate (4.9) implies (4.12).
Using (4.1), (4.4) we have P+2 +Q
2
0=Q2+P
&
2 , relations (4.10), (4.6)
yield P+2 +Q
2
0Q2+
2
3Q
2
0 , and then we get (4.13).
Using the identities (4.4) and (4.1) and estimate (4.10) we obtain
P+2 +
1
2
Q20=
1
2
S0+P&2 
1
2
S0+
h2+
3
Q0
1
2
S0+
h4+
18
+
1
2
Q20 ,
and hence we get (4.14).
Estimates (4.15) were proved in [K2]. K
Below in this section we will obtain estimates of #, g, h, \ in some Hilbert
spaces. Recall that an=(z&n +z
+
n )2 and introduce the numbers
g~ n=(2un)| gn |, hn (1)=2anhn , h n=2unhn
and the corresponding sequences
g~ =[g~ n]1 , h(1)=[hn (1)]

1 , h =[h n]

1 .
Let ( } , } ) be the scalar product in l2. First we bound the value S0 .
Lemma 4.3. Let k be symmetric general quasimomentum and Q2<.
Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
1
16
&#&2Q2
2
3?
(#, h(1))
2
3?
&#& &h(1)&
4
(3?)
&h(1)&2, (4.16)
1
3?
(#, h )S0
1
?
(#, h )=
1
?
(g~ , h(1)), (4.17)
&#&
16
?
A &h&1 , (4.18)
S0
16A
?2
&h&21 . (4.19)
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Proof. Estimates (4.16) were proved in [KK1] and (4.17) were proved
in [K2].
Using (4.16), (4.11), (4.17) we obtain
1
16
&#&2Q2AS0
A
?
&#& &h&1 ,
and then we get (4.18) and estimates (4.17) yield (4.19). K
Now we able to prove the main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Relations (4.8), (4.9) imply (2.14).
Using (4.16), (4.11), (4.19) we obtain (2.15).
Due to (4.14), (4.15) and (4.11) we have (2.16) and (4.18) yields
(2.17). K
We estimate &g&1 , &h&1 , &q1& in terms of &#& and prove Theorem 2.5
with a few additional estimates.
Theorem 4.4. Let symmetric general quasimomentum k satisfy Condi-
tion A and let Q2<. Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
&h(1)&216?2mb(2{) Q2 , (4.20)
9Q264mb(2{) &#&2, (4.21)
h4+64mb(2{) &#&
2, (4.22)
b(2{)b({)1+4 \m{4+
13
&#&23, (4.23)
&h&21?
2mb({) S0(?mb({))2 &#&2, (4.24)
S0mb({) &#&2m &#&2 \1+4 \m{4+
13
&#&23+ . (4.25)
Let in addition un+1&un{ for all n # Z. Then
&\&2
8?m
log 2
S0+8m2 &#&2. (4.26)
Proof. Using (3.4), ;={, we obtain
&h(1)&2= :
n1
4a2n h
2
n16?b(2{) :
n1
||
D+n ({)
|‘1 (k)$|2 du dv.
Then Condition A implies &h(1)&24?2mb({) ID(‘1) and together with
(4.2) we get (4.20).
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Estimates (4.16), (4.20) yield
\3?2 +
2
Q22&#&
2 &h(1)&2&#&2 (4?)2 mb({) Q2 ,
and then we have (4.21).
By (4.6), (4.21) we get (4.22).
Suppose h+>{. Then by (4.22), {h3+64m &#&
2, which implies (4.23).
Using (3.5), ;={, we obtain
&h&21= :
n>0
4u2n h
2
n?b({) :
n>0
||
D+n ({)
|*(k)$&2k|2 du dv.
Then by Condition A, &h&21m?
2b({) S0 , which together with (4.17) yields
&h&21m?b({) &h&1 &#&, then &h&1m?b({) &#& and we get (4.24).
Relation (4.24) shows S0mb({) &#&2 and then (4.23) implies (4.25).
In order to prove the last estimate (4.26) we recall that the domain
Dn ($n)=[k : |k&(un+un&1)2|$n , u>0, v>0], n1, where $n=un&un&1 .
By Condition A, $n{,
\ :
| ps&u
0
n|<$n , ps>0
#s +22m \ :
|us&u
0
n|<$n , us>0
#2s + ,
and using (3.7) we deduce that
\2n
2?
log 2 ||Dn ($n) |*(k)$&2k|
2 du dv+4m \ :
|us&u
0
n| <$n , us>0
#2s + .
Hence, the estimate $n{ and Condition A yield
&\&2= :
n1
\2n :
n1
2?
log 2 ||Dn ($n) |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv+8m2 &#&2.
Moreover, by Condition A,
:
n1
||
Dn ($n)
|*$(k)&2k|2 du dv4m?S0 ,
which implies (4.26). K
Now we estimate S0 , ... in terms of &g&1 and prove Theorem 2.6 with a
few additional inequalities.
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Theorem 4.5. Let the symmetric general quasimomentum k satisfy
Condition A and let Q2<. Then the following estimates are fulfilled:
&h(1)&16?mAb({) &g&1 , (4.27)
S016mAb({) &g&21 , (4.28)
&h&14?mA12b({) &g&1 , (4.29)
?
4
h+B# :
n1
| gn |: &g&1 , where :2=
m
4 \
1
u21
+
?2
6{2+ , (4.30)
&#&22(1+4:2 &g&2) &g&21 . (4.31)
Proof. Substituting (4.11) into (4.20) we deduce that
&h(1)&216?2mb({) Q216?2mb({) AS0 ,
and estimates (4.17) yield &h(1)&216?mb({) A &h(1)& &g&1 . Then we get
(4.27) and using (4.17), (4.27) again we have (4.28).
Relations (4.24) and (4.28) imply that
&h&21?
2mb({) S0A(4?mb({))2 &g&21 ,
and (4.29) is true. In [KK1] there is an estimate ?Q02 n1 hn | gn |,
which yields Q02h+B?, and hence we obtain h+4B? since h2+2Q0 .
We have to estimate B. Using Condition A and n1 n&2=?26 we derive
B2&g&21 :
n1
(2un)&2
m
4
&g&21 :
n1
p&2mn+1

m
4
&g&21 :
n0
(u1+n{)&2
m
4
&g&21 \u&21 + :n1 (n{)
&2+=:2 &g&21 .
Hence B: &g&1 .
Introduce the value rn=(un&un&1)&(z&n &v
+
n&1), n1. Inequality
z$(k)<1, k # R (see [K1]), yields rn0. Using the identity z+n =
un+n1 ( | gn |&rn), we obtain z
&
n z
+
n un+B. Substituting the last estimate
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into the identity |#n |=(z+n +z
&
n ) | gn | , we get |#n |2(un+B)| gn |, n1,
and then (4.30) yields
&#&2= :
n1
(2an | gn | )28 :
n1
(u2n+B
2) | gn | 2=2 &g&21 (1+4:
2 &g&2). K
5. ESTIMATES FOR THE HILL OPERATOR
In this section we prove the main theorems for the Hill operator. In this
case un=?n, n # Z, and in Condition A we take m=1, {=?. In [MO1]
there are identities
2Q0=|
1
0
q(x) dx, (5.1)
8Q2=&q&2=|
1
0
q(x)2 dx, (5.2)
and in [K2] there are also the basic identities for us (see (1.2))
S0=
1
4
&q1&2=2Q2&Q20=
1
? ||u>0, v>0 |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv. (5.3)
We begin to prove the mains theorems for the Hill operator.
The Proof of Theorem 2.1. Estimates (4.16), (4.11) imply &#&216
Q2AS0 and (4.12), (5.3) yield A6+&q1&23; hence we get the first
estimate in (2.1). Using (4.25), (5.3) we obtain the second estimate in (2.1).
Relations (4.7), (5.3) yield b(?)1+&q1&23 and hence by (4.24),
4 &h&21?2 &q1&2 (1+&q1&23). Using (4.19), (5.3) we deduce that S0=
&q1&2416A &h&21 ?
2, hence by b(2?)1+(h+ 2?) we have A6+h+
and then we get (2.2).
Using (4.18) and A6+h+ we derive
? &#&16A &h&116(6+h+) &h&1 .
Estimate (4.23) implies b(?)1+&#&23 and by (4.24),
&h&1?b(?) &#&? &#& (1+&#&23). K
We give the proof of the next theorem.
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The Proof of Theorem 2.2. Using (4.8), (4.14), and (4.15) we have
1
16
&g&21P
+
2 S0+
1
18
h4+\1+?
2
9
b(2?)+ S0
and together with (4.9) we get b(2?)1+&q1&236. Hence identity (5.3)
yields &g&219 &q1&2 (1+&q1&23), which shows the first estimate in (2.4).
The substitution of (4.11) into (4.20) gives
&h(1)&2(4?)2 b(2?) Q2(4?)2 Ab(2?) S0 ,
and estimate (4.17) implies
&h(1)&216?Ab(2?) &h(1)& &g&1
thus &h(1)&16?b(2?) A&g&1 and estimate (4.17) yields
1
4
&q1&2=S0
1
?
&h(1)& &g&116b(2?) A&g&21 .
Using (4.30) we have the estimate ?h+<&g&1 . Then b(?)<1+&g&1 ?&2
and the estimate A6+h+ yields A6+&g&1 . Hence we get (2.4).
The relation | gn |<2hn (see [MO1]) implies &g&12 &h&1 . By (4.24) we
have &h&21?2b(?) &q1&24 and the estimates (2.4), b(?)1+&g&1 yield
(2.5).
Estimate (3.7) implies
\2n
2?
log 2 ||Dn (?) |*$(k)&2k|
2 du dv+4(#2n&1+#
2
n)
and then by (5.3),
&\&2= :
n>0
\2n
2?
log 2
:
n>0
||
Dn (?)
|*$(k)&2k|2 du dv+8 &#&2

4?2
log 2
S0+8 &#&2,
which yields (2.6). K
Now we consider the parameters q0 , h+ , #+ .
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Using (i) of Lemma 4.1 and (5.1) we deduce that
h2+q0=2Q0 .
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In [K2] there is the estimate ?Q0 xv(x) dxu(x). Thus
1
2
q0=Q0 :
n>0
|
gn
v d*
?un
 :
n>0
hn |#n |
?2n

h+
?2
:
n>0
|#n |
n
, (5.4)
which implies (2.7), since h2+q0=2Q0 .
Relation (5.4) yields
Q0#+ :
n>0
hn
?2n

#+&h&
? - 6
, (5.5)
since n>0 n&2=?26, and substituting the estimate from [K3]
2 &h&2?2b(?) Q0 (5.6)
into (5.5) we obtain Q0<#+- b(?) Q0 12. Thus
Q0
b(?)
12
#2+ . (5.7)
Suppose that b(?)>1, then (5.7), together with h2+q0=2Q0 , yields
Q0h+#2+(12?)- 2Q0 #2+ (12?),
and therefore, 72?2Q0#4+ . Hence using h
2
+2Q0 we have h+#
2
+ 6?
and then b(?)1+#2+ (6?
2). Hence substituting the last inequality into
(5.7) we have 12Q0#2+[1+(#
2
+)(6?
2)], which yields (2.8), and the
estimate h2+q0 implies (2.9).
Using (4.7)(4.9) we deduce that
h4+2?
2b(2?) S0?2 &q1 &2 (1+&q1&23+ ,
which implies (2.10).
Relations (4.22), (4.23) yield
h4+8
2b(?) &#&282 (1+&#&23) &#&2,
and then we get (2.11). K
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